
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

MAIN FUNCTION

POWER METEO STATION

POWER SENSOR EXTERNAL

SETTING THE EXTERNAL SESNOR
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a. 6 function Keys: SNOOZE, LIGHT, UP, DOWN, SET, ALARM
b. RCC receive form: DCF
c. Barometric pressure value display 
d. 4 level weather forecast: Sunny, Partly sunny, Cloudy, Rainy
e. 4 digit display pressure value
f. Low Battery indicator for outdoor sensor and indoor station
g. Time display: hour, minute
h. Date display: month, day
i. Week display in English
j. Temperature in °C/°F
k. Indoor temperature from 0°C--50°C
l. Outdoor temperature from -40°C--60°C
m. Indoor/Outdoor humidity 20%-99%
n. Indoor/Outdoor temperature trend indicator
o. Moon phase function
p. Single ring alarm
q. SNOOZE function
r. LED backlight
s. Summertime setting

Open the battery compartment (23) on the back of unit and insert three AAA batteries according to polarity. Insert the 
external power in the socket (24), insert the adaptor to a wall outlet.

Open the battery compartment (29) on the rear, and insert two AA size batteries according to polarity.

This weather station is arranged to communicate with three external sensors. One of these comes with the unit, the 
remaining two are optional.
1. Power the weather station as described in POWER METEO STATION.
2. Insert the batteries in the external sensor, set the selector (28) to the desired transmission channel (1, 2 or 3). Automatic 
    weather station data to be transmitted.
3. Press the UP button (18) more times to select the channel set on the external sensor. Sequentially selects the channel 1, 
    channel 2, channel 3 or sequential display of 3 channels (icon flashing channel). In case of non receipt of the display, 
    signal it is shown the character -.
Notes: Place the weather station away from equipment that generates magnetic fields such as mobile phones, televisions 
etc ....

DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL
1.   Icons weather forecast
2.   Trend of barometer display
3.   Outdoor temperature / humidity external sensor
4.   Channel external sensor
5.   Outdoor sensor signal strength
6.   Sensor low battery indicator
7.   Tendency outdoor temperature
8.   Indoor temperature / humidity
9.   Display low battery indicator
10. Tendency indoor temperature
11. Time display
12. Symbol Radio Control RCC
13. Weekday
14. Alarm Clock icons
15. Calendar

16. Moon phase
17. SNOOZE button
18. UP button 
19. SET button
20. LIGHT button
21. DOWN button
22. ALARM button
23. Battery Compartment 3xAAA (batteries not included)
24. External power supply socket
25. Wireless signal indicator
      (Flashes when data is being sent to the display unit)
26. Integrated hang hole
27. TX button
28. TX channel selector, select external sensor channel
29. Compartment 2xAA batteries (batteries not included)



TIME DISPLAY THROUGH RADIO CONTROL

SETTING THE CLOCK MANUAL

Time setting
1. In time display mode, long press SET(19) button for 2 seconds enter time setting mode, Setting project start flicker
2. Setting order: Time zone 12/24HR hour minute year month day barometer unit  exit
3. In the setting process, single press UP(18) button, the setting value plus one, long press UP(18) button for 2 seconds, 
    the setting value forward at 8 step/second; In the setting process, single press DOWN button, the setting value minus 
    one, long press DOWN(21) button for 2 seconds, the setting value decrease at 8 step/second
4. Weekly changes with year, month, and day.
5. Without press any key within 30 seconds, will automatically exit the setting mode, the set value will be saved.
Alarm setting
In standard mode, single press ALARM (22) to switch time display for alarm mode, displays ALM in the week position.
1. In alarm display mode, single press ALARM (22), open or close alarm, the bell symbol appears or disappears.
2. In alarm display mode, long press ALARM (22) button enter alarm setting mode, hour start flicker
3. Setting order: Hour minute exit
4. In the setting process, single press UP(18)button, setting value plus one; long press UP(18) button, the setting value 
    forward at 8 step/second
5. In the setting process, single press DOWN (21)button, the setting value minus one, long press DOWN (21) button, the 
    setting value decrease at 8 step/second
6. Single press ALARM (22) to confirm setting, or 10 seconds without setting will automatically exit and save.

 

This device is equipped with a receiver able to receive the time signal of the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt 
Braunschweig (central Germany) admissible in a 1500 km radius.
1. Power automatically enter RCC receiving after receiving RF
    Press and hold the UP button (18) of the weather station, the symbol (12) will flash radio control.
2. Receive RCC automatically time point for: am1:00；am2:00 am3:00 am4:00 am5:00; am1:00-am3:00 forced receiving, 
    am4:00-am5:00 selective receiving
Note 1: When the symbol of the blinking control radio is displayed you cannot make any manual adjustments.
Note 2: When the symbol is steady, it means that the signal was properly received.
Note3: The time is transmitted from the central Germany, so if we are in a country with different time than the Germany is 
           necessary to set the time zone.
Note4: Place the weather station away from equipment that generates magnetic fields such as mobile phones, televisions 
etc ....
It not in all areas of Europe may be able to receive the signal of the radio control. In this case you must set the time 
manually.
Note 5: When clock is receiving RCC signal, the backlight is dark.

1. Press and hold the SET (19) to enter the manual clock setting.
2. Set the time zone of your region through the UP (18) or DOWN (21). You can choose between +12 to -12.

ALARM AND SNOOZE FUNCTION
1. Default alarm time: am7:00
2. When alarm time arrives, start BIBI sound alarm
3. Specific formats for: BI(0-10S), BIBI(11-20S), BIBIBIBI(21-30S), BIBIBIBI…(After 31S), Continuous alarm time is 
    2 minutes.
4. The bell symbol will flick when alarm
5. When the beeping alarm, single press SNOOZE(17) or LIGHT(20)  button to pause the alarm and enter the snooze mode; 
    after delay 10 minutes will beeping again; the bell symbol will flicker in snooze function.
6. Whether in alarm  mode or in snooze mode, press any key except SNOOZE(17) or LIGHT(20) will exit alarm or snooze 
    mode and return to normal time mode
7. In snooze mode, press SNOOZE(17) or LIGHT(20) button again, its original function is no affected. 

BACKLIGHT FUNCTION
1. Battery mode: single press SNOOZE(17) or LIGHT(20) button for backlight 10 seconds
2. Adaptor mode: plug the adaptor, automatically switch to light level, press SNOOZE(17) or LIGHT(20) button again to 
    switch the backlight brightness: HI LO OFF

LOW VOLTAGE INDICATOR
1. Indoor low voltage: when detect to high level, there is no low voltage; when detect to low level, there is low voltage, low 
    level symbol appear (9) 
2. Outdoor low voltage: according to the transmitter signal instruction, there is a low voltage display (6) 

WEATHER FORECAST
4 kinds of graphics:

SUNNY PARTLY SUNNY CLOUDY RAINY

Atmospheric pressure unit is HPA or INHG. When set time, you can choose unit.
The digital barometer automatically detects the atmospheric pressure changes accordingly to display the symbol to 
forecast weather (1). This forecast concerns the 12/24 hours.
For example: If the barometer detects high pressure, the display will show the symbol of the sun, but externally it could 
rain, because the provision relates to the 12/24 hours.
N.B. The weather forecast symbols may not reflect current weather conditions. They relate only to future conditions. 
Predictions cannot be 100% secure due to various factors.
The manufacturer is not liable for any damages or situations caused by an incorrect forecast.

TREND OF INDOOR TEMPERATURE - INDOOR TEMPERATURE LESS THAN 0°C
Along with the outdoor temperature it is shown the prediction of the temperature through the icons (10):
- temperature decreases, the icon is displayed when a change is registered lower temperature of -1 ° C.
- stationary temperature, the icon is displayed when a change is registered in temperature between +/- 1 ° C.
- temperature rising, the icon is displayed when you record a higher temperature change of + 1 ° C.

TREND OF OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE - OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE LESS THAN 0°C
Along with the outdoor temperature it is shown the prediction of the temperature through the icons (7):
- temperature decreases, the icon is displayed when a change is registered lower temperature of -1 ° C.
- stationary temperature, the icon is displayed when a change is registered in temperature between +/- 1 ° C.
- temperature rising, the icon is displayed when you record a higher temperature change of + 1 ° C.

Other graphical reference:
Week display

TECHNICAL DATA
Weather station:  ------------------------------------------------------------ 0°C--50°C
Indoor humidity:  ------------------------------------------------------------ from 20% to 99% RH (relative humidity)
External sensor:  ------------------------------------------------------------  from -40°C- to + 60°C
Channel:             ------------------------------------------------------------  max. 3 external sensors
Receiving radio control signal:  --------------------------------------------  77.5KHZ 
Transmission:     ------------------------------------------------------------  30m RF 433.92MHz
Main unit power:  ------------------------------------------------------------ 3xAAA batteries (not included)
External sensor supply:  -----------------------------------------------------  2x AA batteries (not supplied)


